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Basic Introduction to NanoPositioning
with Piezoelectric Technology
NOTES

For more detailed
information see
'Fundamentals of
Piezoelectnclty and:
Piezo Actuators",
page 4.15.
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Basics
T'1e piezoelectric effect is often encoun
tered In daily life. For example. in small
butane cigarette or gas grill lighters. a
lever applies pressure to a plezoelectnc
crystal creating an electnc field strong
enough to pr duce a spark to ignite the
gas
Furthermore. alarm clocks often
use a piezoelectric element. When AC
voltage IS applied, the piezoelectriC
matenal moves at the frequency of the
applied voltage and the resulting sound
IS loud enough to wake even the strong
est sleeper
The word 'piezo' IS denved from the
Gree~ word for pressure.
In 1880,
Jacqt..es and Pierre Cune discovered that
pressure applied to a quartz crystal
creates an electrical charge In the crystal:
they called this phenomena the plezo
effect. Later they also verified that an
electncal field applied to the crystal
would lead to a deformation of the
-natenal. hiS effect is referred to as the
Inverse plezo effect. After the discovery
It :ook several decades
0 utilize the
piezoelectric phenomenon.
The first
com erclal applications were ultrasonic
submanne detectors developed during
WOriC War I and In the 1940's scientists
discovered that barium titanate ceramics
co Id be made piezoelectric In an electric
flela

Plezoelectnc a tua ors (PZTs) offer the
user several benefit and advantages
over other motion techniques:
•

•

•

•

Repeatable nanometer and sub
nanometer sized steps at high
frequency can be achieved with
PZTs because they derive their
motion through solid state crystal
effects. There are no moving parts
(no "stick-slip" effect).
PZTs can be designed to move
heavy loads (several tons) orcan
be made to move lighter loads at
frequencies of several 10 kHz.
PZTs act as capacitive loads and
require very little power in static
operation, simplifying power
supply needs.
PZTs require no maintenance
because they are solid state and
their motion is based on molecular
effects within the ferroelectric
crystals.

With high-reliability PZT materia s a strain
on the order of 1/1 0 (0.1 %) can be
achieved; this means tha a 100 mm long
PZT actuator can expand by 100 mi
crometers when the maximum allowable
field IS applied
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As stated above, piezoelectric matenals
ca be used to convert electrical energy
I to mechanical energy and vice versa.
For nanopOSltlonlng, the precise motion
which results when an electriC field IS
aoplled to a piezoelectriC material is of
great value. Actuators uSing thiS effect
first beca e available around 20 years
ago and have changed the world of
preCISion positioning.
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Low Voltage and High Voltage PZTs
Two main types of piezo actuator are
available: low voltage (multilayer) devices
requIring about 100 volts for full motion
and high voltage devices requinng about
1000 volts for full extension. Modern
p,ezo ceramics capable of greater motion
replace the natural material used by the
Curies, in both types of devices. Lead
zirconate titanate (PZTl based ceramic
materials are most often used today.
Actuators made of this ceramic are often
referred to as PZT actuators.
The maximum electncal field PZT
ceramiCS can withstand IS on t e order
of 1 to 2 kV/mm. In order to keep t e
operating voltage within practical limits,
PZT actuat rs consist of thin layers of
elec roactlve ceramic material electrically
connected I parallel (Fig. 4.10/1) The
net POSitive displacement IS the sum of
the strain of the indivIdual layers. The
thickness of the individual layer deter
,r ,Iles the maximum operating voltage
for the actuator (for more information
see
"Displacement
of
Piezo
Actuators (Stack & Contraction Type)",
page 419)
High voltage piezo actuators are con
structed from 0.5 to 1.0 mm layers while
low voltage piezo actuators are mono
lithic
(diffusion
bonded)
multilayer
designs constructed from 20 to 100 ~m
layers.

•

Both types of piezo actuators can e
used for many applications: Low v Itage
actuators facilitate drive electronics
design, high voltage types operate to
higher temperatures (150°C compared
to 80°C) Due to manufacturing tech
nology high voltage ceramics can be
designed with larger cross-sections for
higher load applications (up to several
tons) than low voltage ceramics.
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Electrical connection of disks in a PZT

stack acluator.

Resolution
P,ezo actuators have no "stick slip' effect
and therefore offer t eoretically unlim
ited resolution. This feature IS important
since PZTs used in atomic force micro
scopes are often required to move
distances less than one atomic diameter.
In practice, actual resolution can be
limited by a number of factors such as
plezo amplifier (electric noise results In
unwanted displacement), sensor & con-
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trol electronics (noise and sensitivity to
E I affect the positional resolution and
stability) and mechanical parameters
(design and mounting precision of the
sensor, actuator and preload influence
micro-friction which limits resolution and
accuracy) PI Closed Loop PZT Actuators
provide sub-nanometer resolution and
stability.
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Open and Closed Loop Operation
PZT actuators can be operated In open
and closed loop In open loop. dIsplace
ment roughly corresponds to the drive
voltage. This mode is ideal when the
absolute position accuracy IS not critical
or when the POSition is controlled by
data provided by an external sensor
(interferometer, CCD chip etc) Open
loop plezo actuators exhibit hysteresIs
and creep behavior (like other open loop
positioning systems)

•

PI has deSigned multi-aXIs Closed oop
PZT positloners that offer the pOSSibility
of repeatedly locating a pOint Within a 1 X
1 X 1 nanometer cube (see 'PZT Flexure
NanoPosltloners'
section
for
more
information) It IS Important to remem
ber that such accuracy is obtainable only
if the surrounding environment IS
controlled, since temperature changes
and Vibrations will cause changes In
position at the nanometer level.

Closed loop actuators are ideal for
applications requlnng high Iinearrty, long
term pOSition stability. repeatabill y and
accuracy PI Closed Loop PZT Actuators
& SysteMS are equipped With POSition
measunng
systems
providing
sub
'lanome:er res lutlon and bandw dth up
to 10kHz. A servo controller (digital or
analog) deterr1ires :he utput voltage 0
the PZT oy companng a reference slg~al
(commanded pOSItion) to the actual
sensor fed bac\( POSition Signal (~or more
Inior;natlon see page 4.32)
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Dynamic Behavior
A plezo actuator can reach ItS nominal
displacement In approximately 1/3 of the
period of the resonant frequency Rise
times on the order of microseconds and
accelerations of more than 10,000 g's
are pOSSible. ThiS feature permits rapid
switching applications.
Injector nozzle
valves, hydrauliC valves. electrical relays,
adaptive optics and optical switches are
a few examples of fast-SWitching appli
cations.

•

Act;,e Optics

(quadrupling the mass will halve the
resonant frequency).
Plezo actuators are not designed to be
driven at resonant frequency (With full
stroke and loadl. as the resulting high
dynamiC forces might endanger the
str ctural integrity of he ceramic mate
nal.

Resonant
frequencies
of
industnal
reliability plezo actuators range from a
few tens of kHz for actuators with total
travel of a few microns to a few kHz for
actuators with travel more than 100 mi
crons. These figures are valid for the
piezo itself; an additional load will
decrease the resonant frequency as a
function of the square root of the mass
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Stiffness
In a first approximation, a piezo actuator
can be regarded as a spnng/mass
system. The stiffness or spring constant
of a piezo actuator depends on the
Young's Modulus of the ceramic (ap
proximately 25 % that of steel), the
cross section and length of the active
material and a number of other nonlinear
parameters (for more information see
'Stiffness", page 422)

Load Capacity and
Force Generation
PZT ceramics can withstand high push
ing forces and carry loads to several
tons. Even when fully loaded, the PZT
will not lose any travel as long as the
maximum load capacity is not exceeded.
Load capacity and force generation must
be distinguished. The maximum force
(blocked force) a piezo can generate is
determined by the product of the
stiffness and the total travel. A plezo
actuator (as most other actuators)
pushing against a spring load will not

reach its nominal displacement. The re
duction in displacement is dependent on
the ratio of the plezo stiffness to the
spring stiffness. As the spring stiffness
increases, the displacement decreases
and the generated force increases
(for more information see "Stiffness",
page 4.22)

Protection from
Mechanical Damage
Since PZT ceramics are brittle and
cannot Withstand high pulling or shear
forces, the mechanical actuator design
must isolate these undesirable forces
from the ceramic. For example, spring
preloads can be integrated in the me
chanical actuator assembly to compress
the ceramic inside and increase the
ceramic's pulling capabilities for dy
namic push/pull applications (for more
information see "Mounting Guidelines",
page 444)

•

Power Requirements
Piezo actuators operate as capacitive
loads. Since the current leakage rate of
the ceramic material is very low (resis
tance » 1 MQ), piezo actuators con
sume almost no energy in a static appli
cation and therefore produce virtually no
heat.

a

In dynamic applications the power con
sumption increases linearly with fre
quency and actuator capacitance. High
load actuators with larger ceramic cross
sections have higher capacitance than
small actuators.

For example, a typical medium load
LVPZT actuator with a motion range of
15 microns and 10 kg load capacity
requires only five watts to be driven at
1000 Hz while a high load actuator
capable of carrying a few tons may
require hundreds of watts for the same
frequency (for more information see
page 4,28)
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Different Piezo Actuator Designs
to Suit Various Applications
Stack Actuators (Translators)
The most common form of plezo actu
ator is a stack of ceramic layers with two
electrical leads. To protect the ceramic
against external Influences, a metal case
IS often built around it. This case may
also contain built-In spnngs to compress
the ceramic to allow push and pull
operation.

•

The P-845 Closed Loop LVPZT Translator
(Fig. 4.13/21 IS one example of a low
voltage translator with internal spring
preload and Integrated high-resolution
strain gage POSition sensor. This transla
tor prOVides displacement to 90 microns
and stiffness to 400 N/~m It can handle
loads up 0 300 kilograms and Withstand
pulling forces to 700 N (see "PZT Actu
ators' section for details)
Applications
Include vibration cancellation, shock
wave generation and machine tool
positioning for fabncatlon of non
sphencal contact lens surfaces.
PI offers PZT stack translators INith t~5vel
ranges from a few microns for small
designs to as much as 200 microns for
200 mm Ion units. In some applica
tions. space restrictions do not allow for
such long stacks. In these cases. It IS
pOSSible to use mec anlcal lever amplifi
ers to decrease the length of the ceramic
stack. The increase in travel gained With
a mechanical amplifier reduces the
actuator's stiffness and maximum oper
ating frequency

Other Basic Actuators
4.13/2 P-845 Closed
Loop LVPZT Translator

•

Apart from stack translators, a number of
other basic PZT actuators are available
bender actuators providing long travel
(millimeter rangel. contraction actuators,
tube actuators, shear actuators etc. See
page 4.39 for more information.

Actuators with Motion
Amplifiers & Trajectory
Control
In some applications a stack actuator
alone IS not enough to perform complex
tasks.
For example. when
straight
motion IS
needed
only
deViation from the
ideal trajectory can
be
tolerated,
a
stack
translator
cannot be used be
cause It may tilt as much
as a few 10 arc seconds while ex
pi'tndtng If the stack and the part to be
movec ~r,:, decoupled and a oreClSlon
gUiding system IS employed. exceptional
trajectory control can be achieved The
best gUiding preCiSion can be achieved
With flexures
Fig. 4.13/1 shows one examole of a
piezoelectrically driven miniature flexure
stage With Integrated flexure gUiding
system and motion amplifier. The stage
is ~ade of stainless steel and all flexures
are wire EDM (Electrical Discharge
Machtnlng) cut
The flexures are com
puter deSigned by an FEA (Finite Ele
ment AnalySIS) program. The central part
of the stage can move +/- 40 microme
ters along one aXIs. The movement is
accomplished by an Integrated 3: 1 lever
driven by a PZT stack pushing a sphertcal
tiP constructed Integrally to the lever
The resonant frequency of the unloaded
stage IS 1 kHz (high when the lever
amplification is conSidered)
The lever is connected to the platform by
a flat spring which is very stiff In the
push/pull direction but fleXible in the
lateral direction. ThiS fleXibility ensures
straight stage motion with minimum tilt
and lateral deViation. The system runout
and flatness are less than 5 nanometers
and even thiS low figure can be reduce a
with a larger flexure base (sub-nano

4.13/1

P·780 PZT

Flexure NanoPosl
tioner and scannner
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•
meter, sub-micro radian flatness can be
achieved with actively error compen
sated multi-axis systems (see 'PZT
Flexure NanoPosltloners' section for
details). The flexure design is not limited
to single aXIs stages: systems with up to
six degrees of freedom are available.
Single- and multi-axIS flexure positioners
are used in research, laboratory and
Industrial applications such as disk drive
testing, mask aligners for X-Ray step
pers, adaptive optiCS, precision machin
ing, fiber aligners, scanning microscopy,
autofocus systems for surface profilers
and hydraulic servo valves.

\-~
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Piezo Actuators combined
with Motorized Long Range
Positioning Systems
Piezo actuators can be combined with
other actuators to form long range, high
resolution systems. A good example is
the M-22450/P-250 combination of a
piezo actuator with a motor-driven lead
screw (Fig. 414/1). This combination
provides 25 mm coarse range (versions
with 50 mm are available) but preserves
the high resolution characteristics in
trinsic to PZTs. Coarse motion is pro
vided by a micrometer with a non
rotating tip driven by a DC mo
tor/encoder/gearhead unit capable of
< 0.1 ~m resolution. A short PZT stack
providing sub-nanometer resolution IS
mounted inside the micrometer tip.
Both piezo and DC motor can be com
puter controlled .

.~.

•
Design Points to Remember
Plezo actuators offer unique and compel
ling advantages in nanometer resolution
and high speed applications. To obtain
maximum performance while avoiding
problems, however, piezoelectric charac
teristiCS need to be considered. Pulling,
shear and torsional forces can damage
the PZT ceramic. Standard PZT ceramics
are limited to a maximum operating
temperature of 150°C PZT ceramics
must be protected from humidity or fluid
contamination (like other electric materi
als and actuators).

4.14/1 Combination
of M-224 DC-Mike
Linear Drive and
P-250 PZT Translator.

Close contact between the PZT user and
the manufacturer assures the right
actuator design is chosen for your
application. PI has 25 years of experi
ence in designing piezoelectric actuators
and systems and offers a wide variety of
options which can adapt PZTs to various
environmental conditions.

•
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Fundamentals of Piezoelectricity
and Piezo Actuators
NOTES

The following
pages give a
detailed overview
of p,ezo actuator
theory and their
operation. For
basIc knowledge
read Basic
Introduction ro
NanoPositioning
with Piezoelecrric
Technology". For
definlrion of Units.
dimensions and
terms. see
"Glossary" on
page 4.7 and
"Unirs and
Dimensions" on
page 4.8
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Material Properties
Since the pleze effect exhibited by
natural materials s ch as quartz. tour a
line, Rochelle salt. etc. IS very small,
polycrystailine
ferroelectric
ceramic
materials such as BaTI03 and Lead
Zirconate Titanate (PZT) have been
developed with Improved properties
Ferroelectric ceramics become pieze
electnc when poled PZT ceramics are
available In many varratlons and are still
!he most wlce!y used matenals for
actuator or sensor applications today.
PZT crystallites are centro-symmetric
cubiC (isotropic) before poling and after
sYfY1metry
poling exhibit tetragonal
(anisotropIC s rucL;rel below the Cune
teMperature (see Fig. 4.15/1)
Aoove
this te~perature t'ley lose the p:ezee;ec
:nc orocenles

Charge seperation between he Oosltlve
and negative Ions is the reason for
electnc dipole behaVior
Gr ups of
dipoles with parallel onentatlon are calleo
Weiss domains. The Weiss oomalns are
randomly onented in the raw PZT
matenal, before the poling treatment has
been finished.
For this purpose an
electrrc field I> 2000 V/mm) IS applied to
the (heated) pleze ceramiCS. With the
field applied, the matenal expands along
the aXIs of the field and contracts
perpendicular to that aXIs. The electric
dipoles align and roughly stay In align
ment upon cooling
The material now
has a remanent polamatlon (which can
be degraded by exceeding t e mechani
cal. thermal and electrrcal limits of the
matenail. As a result, there I a Olstor
tlon hat causes growth In the dimenSion
aligneo With the field and a cont'cct: r.
along the axes normal to the electrr
field

1PlT
Actualors

hen an electnc voltage is applied to a
poled piezoelectric matenal. the Weiss
domains Increase their alignment propor
tional to the voltage (see Fig. 4.15/2)
The result IS a change of the dimenSions
(expanSion, contraction) of the PZT
matena!.
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4.1512
ElectriC dipoles in Weiss domains: (1) unpoled ferroelectric ceramiC,
121 during and (3) after poling (piezoelectric ceramic)
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PZT Ceramics Manufacturing Process
PI manufactures its own p,ezo ceramic
matenals at the PI Ceramic factory. The
process starts with mixing and ball
milling of the raw materials. Next. the
mixture is heated to 75% of the sinterlng
temperature to accelerate reaction of the
components. The polycrystalline, calcl
nated powder IS ball milled again to
Increase its reactivity. Granulation with
the binder is next to Improve processing
properties. After shaping and pressing
the (green) ceramics IS heated to 750 0 to
burn out the binder.
The next phase is slnterlng at tempera
tures between 1250° C and 1350° C
The ceramic block is cut, ground, pol
Ished, lapped, etc, to the desired shape
and tolerance Electrodes are applied by
sputtering or screen printing processes.
The last step IS the poling process which
takes place In a heated oil bath at
electrical ~Ields up to several kV/mm

Multilayer PZT actuators require a
different manufacturing process. After
milling a slurry is prepared. A foil casting
process allows layer thickness down to
20 >Jm. Next. the sheets are screen
printed and laminated.
A compacting
process increases density of the "green"
ceramics and removes air trapped
between the layers. The final steps are
the binder burnout. slntenng (co-firing) at
temperatures below 1100° C. end termi
nation and poling.
All processes, especially the heating and
sintenng cycles must be controlled to
very tight tolerances.
The smallest
change affects quality and properties of
the PZT material 100% final testing of
the p,ezo material and components at PI
CeramiC guarantees the highest product
quality

•

Definition of Piezoelectric Coefficients
and Directions
Because of the anisotropiC nature of PZT
ceramiCS, effects are dependent on
direction (see Fig 416/1) To Identify
directions the axes, termed 1, 2, and 3,
are Introduced (analogous to X, Y, Z of
the classical right hand orthogonal aXial
set)
The axes 4, 5 and 6 Identify
rotations (shear).

III

The direction of polarization (3 aXIs) IS
established during the poling process by
a strong electrical field applied between
two electrodes. For actuator applications
the piezo properties along the poling axis
are most essential (largest deflection)
IYI

(XI

1

4.16/1 Onhogonal system describing the propenies of a poled piezoelectric
ceramic. Axis 3 is the poling direction.
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It should be clearly:
understood that
:
the piezoelectric
:
coefficients des:
cribed here are not:
independent
constants. They
vary with tem
perature. pressure, :
electric field, form •

•

factor, mechanical
and electrical
boundary condi
tions etc. The
coefficients only
describe material
properties under
small signal condi· :
tions. Compound
components such
as PZT stack actu
ators, fet alone
preloaded actu
ators or fever
amPlified systems
.annot be describ
ed sufficiencly by
these material
parameters. This
is why each com
ponent or system
manufactured by
PI is characterized
by specific data
such as stiffness,
load capacity, dis
placement reso
nant frequency,
etc., acquired by
individual

measurements.

PiezoelectriC materials are characterized
by several coefficients:
Examples are:
• d ij : Strain coefficients [m/V]:
strain developed (m/m) per electric
field applied (VIm)
or (due to the sensor I actuator
properties of PlT material).
Charge output coefficients [C/N]:
charge denSity developed (C/m 2 ) per
given stress (N/m 21.
• go,: Voltage coefficients or field
output coefficients [Vm/N]:
open circuit electric field developed
(VIm) per applied echanlcal stress
(N/m 2)
or 'due to the sensor I actuator
properties of PZT material)
strain developed (m/m) per applied
charge denSity (C/m 2 ).
• k ij : Coupling coefficients [no
dimensions].
The coeffiCients are energy ratios
deSCribing the conversion from
mechanical to electrical energy or vice
versa.
k2 IS he ratio of energy stored
(mechanical or electrical) to energy
(mechanical or electrical) applied.

Example:
d 03 applies when the electric field IS
along the polarIZation axis (directIOn 3)
and the strain (deflection) IS along the
same axis. do. applies if the electriC field
IS in the same direction as before, but
the strain is in the 1 axis (orthogonal to
the polarizatIOn axis)

In addition the superscripts ·S, T, E, D·
are introduced. They deSCribe an elec
trical or mechanical boundary condition.
Definition:
S = strain = constant (mechanically
clamped)
T = stress = constant (not clamped)
E = field = constant (short CIrcuit)
D = electrical displacement = constant
(open cirCUit)
The IndiVidual piezoelectriC parameters
are related by several equations that are
not explained here because they are not
important for the user of piezo actuators.

1. PZT
ACluaton

2. PZT Reur.

NanoPositioners

Other Important parameters are he
Young's modulus Y (describing the
elastiC properties of the material) and the
relative dielectric coefficients (permittiv
Ity) E (describing the capacitance of the
material).
To link electrical and mechanical quanti
ties double subscripts (e.g. d) are
introduced. The first subSCript gives the
direction of the excitation, the second
describes the directloA of the system
response.
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Resolution

NOTES

The above pre
sented perfor
mance can only
be provided by

Since the displacement of a p,ezo
actuatot is based on the Orientation of
electrical dipoles In the elementary PZT
cells, he res Jutlon depends on the
electrical field applied and is theoretically
unlimited. Infinitesimally small changes
in operating voltage are converted to a
smooth linear movement (see Fig.

frictionless and
stictionless solid
state actuators
such as PZTs.
"Traditional"
technologies used
in motion posi
tioners (stepper
or DC servo motor

41811)

No threshold voltages
constant motion.

influence

the

P,ezo actuators are used In atomic force
microscopes to produce motion less
than the diameter of an atom. Since
olsplacement IS proportional to the
applied voltage, optimum resolution
cannot be achieved With nOIsy, unstable
voltage sources.

drives in combina

tion with dovetails, :
ball bearings, and
roller bearings) all
have varying de
grees of friction
and stiction. This
fundamental pro
perty limits resolu- :
rion, causes wob-

•

E

c

+10

~

~

<J

T8
+6

ble, hysteresis,
backlash, and an

+4

uncertainty in {Josi- :

... 2

tion -ea.eatability
limiting their prac
tical usefulness to
a precisIOn of two
orders of magni·
•
tude less than with:
PI PZT NanoPosi

•

0

-2
-4
-6

Response of a
p·170 HVPZT transla

4.18/1

(ioners.

-8

tor to a " lV, 200 Hz
triangular drive signal.
Note that one division

t/msec

is only 2 nanometers.

Amplifier Noise
As stated above, amplifier nOise directly
Influences the position stability (resolu
tion) of a piezo actuat r. Some vendors
specify the noise value of their PZT
driver electronics in millivol s. This infor
mation s of little use Without spec ral
information. If the nOise occurs In a
frequency band far beyond the resonant
frequency of the mechanical system, ItS
Influence on mechanical resoluhon and
stability can be eglected If It COincides

with he resonant frequency, it will have
a more significant ,nfluence on the
system stability. Therefore, meaningful
data can only be acquired if resolution of
the complete system - p,ezo actuator
and drive electronics - is measured in
terms of nanometers rather than milli
volts.
For further Information see
-POSition Servo Control (Closed Loop
Operation)"
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NOTES
o

PI PZTs are deslgn- :
ed for industrial
reliability. Dis
placement. opera
ting voltage range
and load capability:
in the technical
:
data tables are
:
realistic figures
:
with regard to safe:
operation in condi- :
tions not restricted:
to research labs.
:
Since we manu·
:
:
facture our own
ceramics (in con :
trast to most other
PZT vendors) we
can easily modify
matenal para
meters to trade
lifetime for dis
placement. When •
you are looking for:
piezo actuators to :
e included in your:
pplication, 'Maxi- :
mum Displace
:
ment . may not be •
0

•

the only important :
design parameter. :

Displacement of Piezo Actuators
(Stack & Contraction Type)
Displacement of PZT ceramics IS a
function of the applied electnc field
strength E. the piezoelectric matenal
used and the length L of the PZT ce
ramics. The material properties can be
descnbed by the piezoelectric strain
These coeffiCients
coeffiCients d.
descnbe the relationship between the
applied electncal field and the mechani
cal strain produced

virgin curve

The displacement ~L of an unloaded
single layer plezo actuator can be esti
mated by the equatlo
~

=

SoL

'=

=E'o

0

,(4-1)

Where
S ; strain (relative length change .JLL, without
dimension)

4.1912 Response of a PZT actuator to a bipolar drive VOltage.
When a certain threshold voltage (negatIve to the polarization directionl

is exceeded, reversion of polarization can occur.

L ; ceramic length 1m)
E; electrical field strength [Vim]
d. = marerlal properties

d-_ descnbes the strain parallel to the
polanzatlon vector of the ceramiCS
(thickness) a d d- the strain orthogonal
to the polanzatlo vector (width). de: and
de' are sometimes referred to as 'plezo
gain". See Fig. 4.19/1 for explanation
The strain coefficient d JJ applies for PZT
stack actuators. d,. applies for tube and
stnp actuators.

Polarization

.ote

'" L

4.1911 Elogation and contraction of a PZT disk when a voltage is applied.
that d,. (aHects the lateral deformation .'>D) is negative.

Note:
For the matenal used in standard PI
piezo actuators, de: is on the orde- of 450
to 650 x 10; N. dc' IS on the oraer of
-200 to -300 x 10" mN These figures
only apply to the raw matenal at room
temperature under small signal condi
tions.

For standard PI PZTs. the allowable field
strength ranges from 1 to 2 kV/mm In
the poling direction and up to 300 V/mm
inverse to the poling direction (seml
bipolar model. see Fig 4.19/2 for details.
The maximum voltages depend on the
ceramic properties and the Insulating
materials.
Exceeding the maximum
voltage may cause dielectric break
down and irreversible damage of the
PZT,
Wit the Inverse field. negative expan
sion (contraction) occurs to yield an
additional 20 Yo of the nominal diS
placement. If both the regular and in
verse electric field are used. a relative
expansion (strain) up to 0.2 % IS achiev
able Ith PZT stack actuators.
Stacks can be built With as aspect ratiOS
up to 12: 1 (Iength:dlameter). MaXimum
travel for medium size stack piezo
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actuators (15 mm diameter), is therefore
limited 0 approximately 200 llm. Longer
travel ranges can be achieved by me
chanical amplification techniques. See
'Piezo Actuators with Integrated Lever
Motion Amplifier", page 442
NOTES

For periodic
morion, hysteresis
does nor affect
repearability.

Hysteresis (open loop PZTs)
HysteresIs can be eliminated by closed
loop PZT actuators (see page 432)
Similar to electromagnetic devices, open
loop piezo actuators exhibit hysteresis
(they are also referred to as ferroelectric
actuators)
HysteresIs is based on
effects
and
crystalline
polarization
molecular fnction.
The absolute dis
placement generated by an open loop
PZT depends on the applied electric field
and the prezo gain which is related to the
remanent polanzatlon
Since the re
manent polarization and therefore the
piezo gain is affected by the electnc field
apolied to the piezo, ItS deflection
depends on whether It was previously
peraled at a higher or a lower voltage
(and some other effects) Hysteresis IS
typically on the order of 10 to 15 % of
the commanded motion (see Fig.
420/1)
E.g. If the drive voltage of a 50 ~m plezo
actuator is changed by 10 %. (:= 5 ~m
motron) the position repeatability is still
on the order of only 1 % full travel or
better than 1 ~m Classical motor dnven
leadscrew posltioners will hardly beat
this repeatability.
PI closed loop plezo actuator systems
PI offers these
eliminate hysteresis
systems for applications requiring the
absolute position information. as well as
motion with high linearity, repeatability
and accuracy in the nanometer and sub
nanometer range (see page 4.32)

•
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4.20/1 Hysteresis curves of an open loop p,elO actuator for various peak
voltages. The hysteresis is related to the distance moved.

Example:
Piezoelectrically driven fiber couplers
denve the control signal from the optical
power transmitted from one fiber to the
other.
The goal is to maXimize the
transmission rate, not to determine the
exact position.
An open loop PZT
system is sufficient for this application
offenng unlimited resolution, fast re
sponse, no backlash and no stick/slip
effect.

For positioning where the travel is
c ntrolled by an external servo loop (e.g.
the eyes and hands of the operator or a
sophisticated
electronics
system),
hysteresis behavior and linearity are of
secondary Importance since they can be
compensated for by the external loop.
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NOTES
For periodic
motion, creep
does not affect
repeatability.

t.L

Creep (Drift) (open loop PZTs)
Creep only occurs with open loop PZTs.
Like hysteresis. creep is related to the
effect of the applied voltage on the
remanent polarization of the piezo
ceramics
Creep decreases logarithmi
cally with time If the operating voltage
of a (open loop) PZT is increased (de
creased), the remanent polarization
(piezo gain) continues to Increase
(decrease), manifesting itself in a slow
creep (positive or negative) after the
voltage change is complete
The fol
lowing equation describes the effect:
oLlt) '"

~Lll

+y*lg*(t/O.l))

(4-2)

Creep of PZT motion as a function of
time.

61,2 IJm

61,8 IJm

o
0,1

10

100

tis

4.21/1 Creep of open loop PZT motion after a 60 ~m change in length as
a function of lime. Creep is on the order of 1 % of the last commanded
motion per time decade.

where
.JL = displacement O. 1 seconds after the voltage

change is complete {m/.

•

I

=

creep lactor which is dependent on the
properties 01 the actuator (on the order 010. 1
to 0.02).

a

MaXimum creep lafter a few hoursl can
add up to a few % of the commanded
motion (see page 4.32 for drift elimina
tion!.

1. PlT

Aging

2. PlT fl"u,e

Aging refers to reduced piezo gain as a
result of the depoling process. Aging
can be an issue for sensor or charge
generation applications (direct plezo
effect), but with actuator applications it is
negligible, because repoling occurs every
time a higher electric field (in the poling
direction) is applied to the element

Actualors

NanoPositianers

3. PIT
Acti'e OptiC!
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Position Sensors

6. PIT Control
Electronics

7. Micro·
positioners
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Mechanical Considerations

Maximum Applicable
Forces (Compressive Load
Limit. Tensile Load Limit)

Stiffness

The mechanical strength values of PZT
ceramic material (given in the literaturel
IS often confused with the practical long
te'm load C3caclty of a PZT actuator.
PZT ceramic matenal can withstand
pressures up to 250 MPa (2500 x 10'
N/m') before it breaks mechanically. For
practical applications, this value must not
be approached because depolanzation
occurs at pressures on the oraer of 20 to
30 % of the mec~ar.lcal limit.
For
actua ors (which are a comOlnatlon of
several matenals) additional rules apply
Parameters such as aspect ratio, buck
ling, Ir eractlon at the Interfaces etc.
, ust be conSidered. If the maximum
compressive 'orce or a PZT s ex
ceeded, damage to the ceramics as well
as depolanzatlon may occur.
The ioad capacity data listed for PI
actuators are conseNatlve values which
allow long lifetime
Standard PI PZT
stack actuators can withstand compres
sive forces to several 10,000 N (= several
tons)
Tensile loads of non preloaded PZTs are
limited to 5 - 10 % of the compressive
load limit. PI offers a variety of plezo
actuators with Internal spring preload for
extended tensile load capacity.
Pre
loaded elements are highly recom
mended for dynamiC applications.
Shear forces must be I olated from the
PZT ceramics by external measures
(flexure guides, etc)

When calculating force generation.
resonant frequency, system response,
etc., piezo stiffness IS an important
parameter
In solid bodies stiffness
depends on the Young's Modulus which
is the ratio of stress (force per unit area)
to strain (change in length per unit
length) It is generally described by the
spnng constant k-, relating the Influence
of an external force to the dimensional
change of the body.
This narrow definition does not apply
fully for PZ: ceramics; large and small
signal conditions, static and dynamiC
operation, open and shorted electrodes
must be dlstl gUlshed.
The piing
process of PZT ceramics leaves a
remanent strain In the matenal which
deoerds on the magnitude of polarrza
tlon The polarization IS affected by both
he dnve voltage and external for es.
When an external force IS applied to
poled PZT ceramics. the dimenSional
change depends on the stiffness of the
ceramic material and the change of the
remanent strain (caused by the polarrza
tlon changel. The equation L" = F/k_ IS
only valid for small forces and small
signal conditions. For larger forces, an
additional term describing the influence
of the polanzation changes, is superim
posed on stiffness (k,).
Since plezo ceramics are active maten
als, they produce an electrical response
(charge) when mechanically stressed
(e.g. in dynamic operation) When the
electric charge cannot be drained from
the PZT, it generates a counter force to
the mechanical stress. This IS why a PZT
element with open electrodes appears
stiffer than one with shorted electrodes.
With actuators (compound structures of
different active and passive matenals)
the scenario IS even more complicated.
The above diScussion explains why the
(dynamically measured) resonant fre
quency of a piezo actuator does not
necessarily match the results calculated
With the 'simple harmonic oscillator

Mt;
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NOTES

There is no inter
national standard
for measuring
piezo actuator
stiffness. Therefore:
stiffness data of
different manufac- :
turers cannot be
:
compared without:
additional infor•
marion.

•

•

PI

•

equation'" f, 0: (1/2rcl",,(k./m,J with
statically measured stiffness. (For more
details see "Resonant Frequency").
Since stiffness values of PZT actuators
are not constants they can only be used
to estimate the behaVior under certain
conditions and to compare different PZT
actuators of one manufacturer.
NOTES
It must be under
srood that a piezo
actuator can only
generate consider- :
able force if it is
directly coupled
(no slack!! to an
element which IS
stiff when com
pared to the PZT.

•

~
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Force Generation
In most applications, plezo actuators are
used to produce displacement If used
In a restraint, they can generate forces.
Force generation IS always coupled With
a reduction in displacement The maXI'
mum force (blocked force) a plez
actuator can generate depends on Its
stlffne s and maximum displacement.
See also "Displacement With External
Forces'. page 4 24.

F_,." k." ~L,

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000
ForcelN

(4·3)

MaXimum force that can be generated In an
infinttely rigid restraint {infinite spring constant}.
At maxImum force eneration, displacement IS
zero.
where

4.23/1 Force Generation vs. Displacemen of a P-845.20 LVPZT actuator
at various operating voltages. The points where the dashed lines (external
spring curves) intersect the PZT force/displacement curves determine the
force and displacement for a given setup With an external spring. Maxi
mum work can be produced when the suffness of the PZT actuator and
external spring are identical.

1 PlT
Actuators

-lL,= max. nominal eJlsplacemenr without

external force or restraint [m/

k.; PZT actuator stiffness /N/mj

In actual applications the load spflng
constant can be larger or smaller than
the PZT spflng constant The force F_•• ,..
generated by the PZT is

EffectIve force a pielo actuator can generate
in a yielding restraint

where
.JL; displacement (without external force or

restraint) /m/
k_; PZT actuator stiffness /N/mj
k,; spring stiffness /N/mj

•

~

c

Example:
Force generation of P·845.20 (see page
1.17 In "PZT Actuators' section). The
PZT can produce a maximum force of
30 flm " 200 N/flm = 6000 N. When
force generation is maXimum, displace·
ment IS zero. At full displacement no
force can be generated (see Fig. 423/1
for details).

Example:
A plezo actuator is to be used in a metal
sheet embOSSing applicaliOn.
At rest
(zero pOSition) the distance between the
PZT tiP and the sheet IS 30 microns
(given by mechanical system tolerances).
A force of 500 N is required to emboss
the metal.
Q: Can a 60 ~m actuator with a stiffness
of 100 N/~m be used I

A: Under ideal conditions thiS actuator
can generate a force of 30 x 100 N 0:
3000 N (30 microns are lost motion due
to the distance between the sheet and
the PZT tlpl. In reality the force genera·
tion depends on the stiffness of the
metal and the support. If the suppor
was a soft material, with a stiffness of
10 N/~m the PZT could only ge erate a
force of 300 N onto the metal when
operated at maximum drive voltage. If
the support was stiff but the metal Itself
was very soft (gold, alumtnum, etc.1 It
would yield and the piezo actuator still
could not generate the required force. If
both the support and the material were

Physik Instrumente (PI), Germany, Phone: .. 49 (72431 604·100, Fa.: 604·145
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stiff enoug , but the PZT mount was too
soft, the force generated by t e PZT
would push the actuator away from the
material to be embossed. The situation
IS similar to lifting a car with a lack. If the
ground (or the car's body) is too soft, the
jack will run out of travel before It
generates enough force to lift the
wheels off the ground.

Displacement with External
Forces
Like any other actuator, a piezo actuator
is compressed when a force is applied
Two cases must be considered when
operating a PZT with a load:
a) the load remains constant during the
motion process
b) the load changes during the motion
process
Case a
(Force = constant)
Zero point is offset
A mass is Installed on the PZT wnlch
applies a force F = M • g (M: mass, g:
acceleration due to gravity), The zero
point will be offset by an amount
..iL, '" F/k_, where k. equals the stiffness
of the PZT. If thiS force is within the
specified load limit (technical data), full
displacement can be obtained at full
operating voltage (see Fig. 4.24/1)
(4-5)
Zero point offset with constant force

where
.JL,=Zero point offset [m[
F

=Force (generated by mass and gravity) [N[

k,= PZT actuaror stiffness [Nlm[

•

l1L

A

.. u

~--..:.......

o

-'

4.24/1 Zero point
offset with constant
force (mass).

p,

Example:
0: How large is the zero pOint offset of a
30 ~m PZT actuator with a stiffness of
100 N/~m if a load of 20 kg is applied
and what is the maximum displacement
with thiS load?

A: The load of 20 kg generates a force
of 20 kg • 9.81 mis' = 196 N.
ith a
stiffness of 100 N/flm, the piezo actuator
is compressed slightly less than 2 .L.lm.
The maximum displacement of 30 ~m IS
not affected by thiS constant force.
Case b
(Force on the PZT IS a spring)
Force = Function (6l):
displacement is reduced
For PZT operation with spring loads
different rules apply. The 'spring' could
be an I-beam or a single fiber each with
its characteristic stiffness or spring
constant. Part of the displacement ge
nerated by the piezQ effect is lost due to
its elasticity of the plezo element. The
total available displacement can be
related to the spring stiffness of by the
following equations

L '" 6Lo (kJ(k,+k s))

(4-6)

Maximum displacement of a p;ezo actuator
acting against a spring load.

•

NOTES
When designing

•

(internally or exter· :
nally) preloaded
•
PZT systems, the
stiffness of the
preload spring
should be less
than 1/10 of the

PZT stiffness.
Otherwise too
much of the un
loaded displace
ment would be
sacrificed. If the
preload spring has:
the same stiffness

as the PZT, dis
placement will be

cut in half.
Maximum displacement loss due to external
spring force. In the case where the spring
stiffness ;C. is - (infinitely rigid restraint) the PZT
only acts as a force generator.
where
LlL

=displacement with external spring load [m/

.JL o: max. nominal displacement without external

force or restraint [m/
.JL. = lost displacement caused by the external
spring [m/
k, = spring stiffness [Nlm/
k,= PZT actuator stiffness
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Example:
0: What is the maximum displacement
of a 15 ~m PZT translator with a stiffness
of 50 N/~m, mounted In an elastic
restraint with spnng constant k, (sllff
ness) of 100 N/~m I
A:
Equation 4-6 shows that the dis
placement IS reduced In an elastic
restraint.
The spring constant of the
external restraint is twice the value of
the piezo translator.
The achievable
displacement is therefore limited to
5 flm (1/3 of the nominal travel)

4.25/1 Effective displacement of a pielo
actuator acting against a spring load

Mechanical Considerations
for Dynamic Operation of PZTs

•

Dynamic Forces
Every time the PZT dnve voltage
changes, the plezo element changes ItS
dimensions (if not bl cked!. Due to the
inertia of the PZT mass (plus any addi
tional mass!. a rapid change will generate
a force (pushing or pulling) acting on the
piezo. The maximum force is equal to
the blocked force described by:
F_" ~ == k_' ~L,

Dynamic forces on a PZT In sinusoidal
operation with requency f.
where

F~= dynamic force IN/

= effective mass /kg]
JL = peak to peak displacement 1m/
m ..

f = frequency 1Hz/
The maximum permissible forces must be
considered when choosing an operating
frequency.

(4-8)

Maximum force available to accelerate the piezD
mass plus any additional mass.

where
.JL J = max. nominal displacement without
external force or restraint 1m/

k.= PZT actuator stiffness INlm]

Example:
DynamiC forces at 1000 Hz, 2 ~m
peak-peak, 1 kg load are approXimately
== 40 N.

Tensile forces must be compensated for
by a mechanical preload (Inside the
actuator or external) in order to prevent
damage to the ceramiCS. Preload should
be around 20 % of the compressive load
limit, with soft preload springs soft
compared to the PZT stiffness (1/10 or
less!.

•

In sinusoidal operation with frequency f
and the amplitude ~U2, peak forces can
be expressed as
F hO = ±4n:'·m," '(LlU2j'!'
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Note:
A gUiding system (eg. diaphragm type)
is recommended when heavy loads or
large mechanical parts (compared to the
plezo actuator diameter) are moved
dynamically. Without a guiding system
there IS a potential for tilt oscillations and
other non-axial forces that may damage
the PZT ceramics.
Otrectlon

•

When adding a mass to the actuator the
resonant frequency drops according to
the following equation:
(4- 1)
Resonanr frequency with additional mass M

Crrcular Olaphrag

1

I

of

GUidance

i

4.2612 Effective mass
of an actuator fixed on
one end.

4.2611
Recommended guiding
for large masses.

Resonant Frequency
In ge eral, the resonant frequency of any
sptlnglmass system IS a function oi Its
stiffness and effective mass (see Fig.
4.2612). The resonant frequency given In
the technical data tables always refers to
the unloaded actuators, t1gidly mounted
on one end.
(4-10)

The above equations show that Increas
:ng the mass on he actuator by a factor
of 4 will reduce the 'csponse :esonant
freque cy) by a factor of 2. Increasing
the sptlng preload on the actuator does
not significantly aifec: ItS resonant
frequency.

•

The phase response of a PZT system
can be approximated by a second order
system and is desctlbed by
<p

~

2 • arc tan (f/f,)

(4-12)

'" = phase angle {deg!

Resonant frequency of an ideal spring/mass

f, = resonanr frequency {Hz!

system.

f = opera ring frequency {Hz!

where
f,= resonant frequency of rhe unloaded acruaror
{Hz]
k_= actuator srdfness {N/m]
m~=

effecrive mass (about 1'3 of rhe mass of the
ceramic srack plus any ins railed end pieces)
{kg]

Note:
Due to the non-ideal spring behavior of
PZT ceramiCS, the theoretical result of
the above equation does not necessatlly
match the real-world behavior of a PZT
system.

•
.fl.
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How Fast Can a Piezo
Actuator Expand?
Fast response is one of the desirable
features of plezo actuators. A rapid drive
voltage cha ge results In a rapid position
change.
ThiS property IS necessary in
applications such as SWitching of
valves/shutters, generation of shock
waves, vibration cancellation systems,
etc.

A PZT can reach ItS nominal displace
ment in approxlfT,ately 1/3 of the period
of the resonant frequency with Signifi
cant overshoot (see Fig. 4.27/1)
14-13)
Shortest rise Clme of a p,ezo actuator (requires an
amp/dier with suffiCient output Current and rise
time).

•
4.271
Response of a lever
amplified PZT actuator
(low resonant
frequency) to a rapid
drive voltage change.

For example, a plew translator With a
10kHz rescrant frequency can reach ItS
nominal clsplacement within 30 us. For
more
Information
see
'DynamiC
Operation (Slt/itc:'edl', page 4.30.
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Electrical Requirements for Piezo Operation

•

General
When operated far below the resonant
frequency a PZT behaves as a capacitor
where displacement is proportional to
charge (first order estimation).
PZT stack actuators are assembled with
thin wafers of electroactive ceramic
material electrically connected in parallel.

------ .. 
,

,'

The above equation shows that for a
given actuator length 10 and a given disk
thickness do capacitance is a quadratic
function of the ratio d, 1 d, where d, < do.
Therefore, the capacitance of a piezo
actuator constructed of 100 ~m thick
layers is 100 times the capacitance of an
actuator with 1 mm thick layers If the
two actuators are the same length.

Static Operation

,

When electrically charged, the energy
E = 1/2 CU' is stored in a piezo actuator.
Every change in the charge (and there
fore in the displacement) of the PZT
requires a current i:

...J
<]

i= dQ/dt = C • (dU/dt)

(4-15)

Relationship of currenr and voltage for the piezo

actuator
Where
i

=current [A]

Q = charge [Coulomb; As]

C = capacitance [Farad; AsN]
U

=voltage [V]

t=

4.28/1

Design of a PZT stack actuator.

The (small signal) capacitance of a stack
actuator can be estimated by

Where
n = number of layers
Eo
E13

= dielectric constant in

vacuum [AsNmJ

=relative dielectric constant [without dim en·
sian]

A

= electrode surface area [m']

d, = distance between the individual electrodes
(layer-thickness) [m]

rimers]

•

For static operation only the leakage
current has to be supplied. The high
internal resistance reduces leakage
currents to micro-amp or sub-mlcro-amp
range. Even when disconnected from
the electrical source, the charged
actuator will not make a sudden move
but return to its uncharged dimensions
very slowly (> 1 hour).
For slow position changes, very low
current is required.
For example an
amplifier with an output current of 20 ~A
fully expands a 20 nF actuator within one
second.
(See section 'PZT Control
Electronics" section for variety of PZT
amplifiers).

•
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NOTES
Low Voltage PZTs
(100 lim layers,
100 V operating
voltage, high capa- :
citance) require

Dynamic Operation (Analog)

Average current required for sinuSOidal
operation

Several parameters Influence the dy
namics of a PZT positioning system:

Peak current required for sinusoidal operation

10 times the driv
ing current of

Mechanical considerations:
• If the piezo element is installed in a
of similar size
positioning mechanism (and
(1 mm layers,
sufficient
electrical power from the
1000 V operating
amplifier is available), the
voltage, low
capacitance).
maximum drive frequency can be
Power require
limited by dynamic forces (see
ments are similar.
"Dynamic Forces", page 4.25).
PI High/Low
• The maximum operating frequency
Voltage amplifiers
is also limited by the phase and
are speCially de
amplitude response of the system
signed (0 meet the
(especially in closed loop systems).
different require
ments for driving
Rule of thumb: the higher the
High/Low Voltage
system resonant frequency the
actuators.
better the phase and amplitude
response and the higher the usable
frequency.
High Voltage PZTs

•

(4-16)

PZTs can provide accelerations of
thousands of g's and are perfectly SUited
for dynamic applications.

Electrical considerations:
• The amplifier output current and
rise time determine the maximum
operating frequency of a
piezoelectric system.
• In closed loop operation other
parameters such as sensor
bandwidth, phase margins and
control algorithms determine the
performance of a positioning
system.
The follOWing equations descnbe the
relationship between amplifier output
current, voltage and operating frequency
They help determine the minimum
specifications of a PZ
amplifier for
dynamiC operation.

(4-17)

L •.

= i_.j(2 •

(4-18)

C • U,)

Maximum operating frequency WIth triangular
ave form as a function of the amplifier output
current fimit

Where

i, = average amplifier source/sink current [A[
i_ .. = peak amplifier sourceisink current (A)
f_"

=maximum operating frequency (Hz}

C = PZT actuator capacitance [Farad (AsNlj
U.• = peak·peak drive voltage [V}
f = operating frequency [Hz}

The average current and maximum
current for each PI PZT amplifier can be
f u d In the technical data.
Example:
What pea current IS requited to
opera e a HVPZT actuator With a nominal
displacement of 4 ~m @ 10
V and
capacitance of 40 nF With a sinUSOidal
wave form of 1000 Hz at 20 ~m diS
placement)

o

A: With a nominal displacement of
40 ~m @ 1000 volts, approximately
500 U:., are reqUired to expand the
actuator by 20 ~m
With equation
4-17 the peak current is calculated to
be = 63 mA: (Matching amplifiers can be
found in the 'PZT Control Electronics'
section of this catalog).

The following equations descnbe the
relationship between (reactive) dnve
power, actuator capacitance, operating
frequency and drive voltage.
The average power a piezo dnver has to
be able to prOVide for sinuSOidal opera
tion IS

I.PZT
Actuators

1. PlT flexure
NanoPositloners

3. PZT
Active Optics

5. C.paciti,e
Position Sensors

6. PlT Control
Electronics

(4-19)
1. Micro·

Peak power for SinUSOidal operation IS:
P_•• =

It •

C • U_•.• Uo- o

•

f

(4-20)

Where

•

posltloners

8. Microposilioning
System,

P, = average power [W)
p_..

=peak power [W)

C = PZT actuator capacitance (Farad IAsN)[

9. Moror
Controllers

f = operating frequency [Hz}
U" = peak-peak drive Voltage [V}

U_.. = maximum output voltage swing
of the amplifier [V}
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Note:
The PZT capaCItance values Indicated In
the echnlcal data tables are small Signal
values (measured at 1 V, 1000 Hz, 20' C,
no load) The capacitance of PZT ce
ramics changes with amplitude, tem
perature, and load, up to 200% of the
unloaded, small signal capacitance at
room temperature. For detailed informa
tion on power requirements, refer to the
amplifier frequency response graphs in
the 'PZT Control Electronics' section of
this catalog.
Instead of calculating the required drive
power for a given application, It is easier
o calc late the drive current ecause it
grows linearly with both frequency and
voltage (displacement) Output current
capaoillty for all PI Higr, v'oltage and Low
Voltage amplifiers IS given In the techni
cal data tables (section 'PZT Con rol
Elec:ronlC ')

Dynamic Operating Current
Coefficient (DOCC)
The
Dynamic
Operating
Current
Coefficient (DOCC) value is provloed for
each PI plezo translator to facilitate
elecllon of the appropriate drive/control
electroniCS. The DaCC IS the electrical
current (supplied by the amplliler) re
qUired to drive a PZT per unit frequency
1Hz) and unit displacement (Slnewave
operation) Eg to find out if a selected
amplifier can drive a given PZT at 50 Hz
With 30 ~m amplitude, multiply DOCe by
50 and 30 and check if the result is less
than or equal the average output current
of the selected amplifier

•

Dynamic Operation
(Switched)
For appiJcatlons such as shock wave
generation or valve control, sWitched
operation (on/off) may be sufficient.
PZTs can provide motion with rapid rise
and 'all times With accelerations up to
thousands of g's. (For consideration of
dynamiC forces see 'Dynamic Forces',
page 425)
The simplest form of binary drive elec
tronics for PZT applications would
conSist of a large capacitor that IS
'slowly" charged and rapidly discharged
across the PZT.
Equation 4-21 relates applied voltage
(which corresponds to displacement) 0
time.
(4-21)
Voltage on the p,ezo after sWltchmg event.
Where
U = start voltage [V}
U

= peak-peak drive voltage {VI

R = reSIstance In dnve CIfCUlt fal
C =PZT acwatOr capacitance {Farad (AsNJI

The voltage rises or falls exponentially
wltn the RC time constant. Under stallc
conditions the expansion of the PZT IS
proportional to the voltage. In reality,
dynamiC PZT processes cannot be
described by a simple equation. When
ever the PZT expands or contracts,
dynamiC forces act on the ceramic
material. These forces generate a (pOSI
tive or negative) voltage In the plezo
element which adds to the drive voltage.
A PZT can reach ItS nominal displace
ment In approximately 1/3 of the period
of the resonant frequency (see 'How
Fast Can a Piezo Actuator Expand7'.
page 4.27). For example. a plezo ele
ment With 10kHz resonant frequency
can reac
its n mlnal dlsp acement
Within 30 ~s if amplifier current and rise
time are suffiCient.
If the voltage rises fast enough 0 excite
a resonant oscillatlo In the PZT, ringing
and overshoot will occur
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For charging with constant current (e.g.
provided by a linear amplifier), the
folio Ing equation applies:
t '"

C • (Uji_J

(4-22)

Time to charge a PZT with constant current.
(Minimum amplifier
considered).

"5e time must also be

Where
t = time to charge to U~. [sf

C = PZT actuator capaCitance [Farad (As/Vii

U_. = peak-peak drive voltage [VI
i .. = peak amplifier source/sink current [AI

For fastest se1tl,ng, sWitched operation
is not the best solution. If the Input
signal lise time IS limited to lit the
overshoot can be reduced significantly
Pre-shaped input Signals (optimized for
minimum resonance excitation) reduce
the time ;0 reach a stable position

•

Heat Generation in a PZT
at Dynamic Operation
As
entloned before, PZTs are reacti e
oads ana :herefore reoulre ~arge and
dlsc'large curren s hat 'rcrease with
operating 'requencv. The hermal neat.
P, generated In :he act ator can 8e
estimated with the following equation:
p", tan & • f • C • U "

(4-23)

Heat generation in a PZT.
Where
P = power converted to heat IWI
tan ,i

=tangent of the loss angle (ratio of parallel
resIstance to parallel reactance)

f = operating frequency [Hzl

For standard aClua or PZT ce~arrlcs :~e
loss factor IS on the order of 0.01 to 002
(large signal ondltlons, smaller for small
signal conditions). This means that up ;0
2% of the electrical power pumped Into
the actuator IS converted to heat.
Therefore, the maximum operating
temperature can limit the PZT dynamiCs
For large amplitude and high frequency,
operation cooling measures may be
necessary.
A temperature sensor
mounted on the ceramics IS suggested
for monltollng purposes
PI IS C rrently investigating the deSign of
new PZT matellals showing extremely
low loss angles while still displaying a
large d:, effect. These tyoes of ceramiCS
will allow high-frequency. long-term
opera lion Without cooling measures
In adoltion, a ew generat'o of amplifi
ers emplOying energy recovery technol
ogy has been developed for high power
applications. Fig. 4.31/1 shows r.e ~Ioc!<
diagram of such an amr;I,:.er Ins:ead of
diSSipating the reactive Dower at : e
reat sln~ . only the ac:ve povve' used
by the plew actuator has :0 oe delivered
The energy not used Ir tre actuator IS
returned to the amplifle~ and reused as
supply voltage by a step-up transforming
process. The combination of low loss,
high energy PZT ceramics ana amplifiers
With energy recovery are the key to nevv
high-dynamiC p,ezo actuator applications
in the near future.
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C = PZT actuator capacitance IFarad (As'VII
U., = peak-peak drive voltage [VI
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4.31/1

Block diagram of an amplifier with power recovery.
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Position Servo Control (Closed Loop Operation)

•

PI offers the largest selection of closed
loop plezo actuators and systems
worldwide. The advantages of position
servo control are:
• very good linearity, stability,
repeatability and accuracy
•
•
•

automatic compensation
for varying loads or forces
virtual infinite stiffness
(within load limits)
elimination of hysteresis
and creep effects

reference value

4.3Z12

actual value

control signal

Stage

Block diagram of a typical PI Closed Loop PZT Positioning System.

PI Closed Loop PZT Actuat rs & Sys
tems are equipped with position
measuring
sysiems providing sub
nanometer resolution and bandwidths up
to 10kHz. A servo controller (digital or
analog) determines the output voltage to
the PZT by comparing a reference signal
(commanded position) to the ac ual
sensor position signal.

•

PI closed loop piezo actuators provide
sub-nanometer resolution, repeata
bility and linearity to 0.03% (see
Fig. 433/3)

control voltage

For maximum accuracy, it IS necessary
to mount the sensor as close as possible
to the part whose position is to be
controlled. Sometimes his is not pos
Sible for various reasons. PI offer piezo
actuators with integrated sensors as well
as external sensors.

Amplifier

4.3211 Closed loop position control of a stage driven by a piezo actuator.
For optimum performance, the sensor is mounted directly at the object to
be positioned.
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PZT Calibration Data
Each PI PZT pOSItIOn servo controller is
calibrated with the specific Closed Loop
PZT (system) to achieve optimum
displacement range, frequency response
and settling time.
This calibration is
done at the factory and is free of charge.
A report with plotted and tabulated
positioning accuracy data Will be supplied
with the system.
To optimize cali
bration, information about the specific
See 'PZT
application is needed.
Control Electronics' section for details.
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High Resolution Sensors
The following descriptIOn explains the
features of different high resolution
sensor types used for closed loop control
of PZT actuators. The given bandwidth
is open loop bandWidth of the sensor.
Closed loop bandWidth of a PZT/sen
sor/servo controller system IS limited by
the mechanical and electrical properties
of the system.

the

prinCiple

Advantages:
•
•
•

•

high bandwidth
high-vacuum compatible
extremely small
(no extra mounting space/
no reduction of active cross
section causing reduced
stiffness)
cost effective

Other Features

Strain Gage Sensors
Based on
resistance.

of

electrical

•

low heat generation
(0.01 to 0.05 W sensor
excitation power)
long term position accuracy
(> 1 h) may be affected by
the bond between sensor
and PZT ceramics
measuring principle
(ceramic stack strain rather
than top piece position) can
lead to reduced accuracy with
heavy loads (when buckling
of the stack occurs)

A reSistive film onded to the PZT stack
charges resistance when strain IS
applied. Uo to four st~aln gages (the
ac ual configuration varies with the PZT
construction) form a Whea stone br:dge
drive by a DC voltage (5 to 10 V). VVhen
the bridge resistance changes. elec
tronics converts the reSUlting Voltage
change Into a Signal analcgoL.s to
OIsplacement.

•

Res lutlon:

Examples:
Most PI LVPZT and HVPZT actuators are
available wltn strain gage sensors for
closed loop control (see 'PZT Actuators'
section)

better than 1 nm
Ifor 15 fJm actuator)

Repea ability: up to 0.1 % of nominal
displacement
BandWidth:

•

•

•

up to 5 kHz

•
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Linear Variable Differential
Transformers (LVDTs)
Based on
induction.

the

principle

of

magnetic

Capacitive Position Sensors
Based on the capacitance between two
plates.

4.35,1

T e sensor conSists of two RF excited
plates that are part of a capacitive bridge.
One plate IS fixed. the ther plate IS
connected to the object to be positioned
The distance between the plates IS
Inversely proportional to the capacitance
which is a measure for the displacement.
Resolution on the order of plcometers IS
achievable with short range capacitive
position sensors (See 'Capaclt[ve D[s
placement Sensors' section for detailsl.

PrinCiple diagram
of an LVOT sensor

Resolution:

R£D
?ClIMARY COIL

ELLE
IIHI TE

SECOI-()ARY COIL
yElLCNI

SE:CNJARY COIL 2

GREEN

Repeatability: up to 0.1
magretic core. attached to the moving
part. cetermlnes the amount c: 'llagnetlc
e ergy Jr,duced fro
he onmary
wlnOlngs
nw the
wo oli'e'entlal
secondar'l wlnaings
The carner ire
c;uenC'lls t plcall'l 10kHz

,:l,

•

Mesoiutlon:

up to 10 nm

gepeatacillty· up:o 0.1 % of norlral
displacement
Banowldtr:

up to 1 kHz

Advantages:
• good temperature stability
• very good long term stability
• controls the position of the moving
part rather than the position of the
PZT stack
•

Bandwidth:

a 1 nm

better than

m

up to 10 kHz

Advantages:
• highest resolution of all
commercially available sensors
• excellent long term stability
• excellent frequency response
Other features:
• extra space for mounting required
• parallelism of the plates must be
controlled for optimal performance
of the plates

I.PlT
Actuato~

2. PlT flexure
NanoPosltioners

Examples:
P-500 series of Flexure Stages ("PZT
Flexure NanoPosltloners' section), P-410
('PZT
series of
Piezo Translators
Actua tors' section)
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Active Oplics
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6. PlT Connol

cost effective

Other features
• outgassing of insulation materials
may limit applications in UHV
• extra space for mounting required
Examples:
P-7BO. P-7211 0, P-752 (see 'PZT Flexure
NanOPOSltloners' section!.
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Temperature Effects

Two effects must be considered:

a) Linear Thermal Expansion
Thermal stability of PZT ceramics is
better than most other materials (steel,
aluminum etc.!. It is characterized by the
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE, ex)
which specifies relative change In length
6UL per unit change in temperature.
The following values apply to HVPZT and
LVPZT ceramics used in PI plezo
actuators:
HVPZT ceramics: ex ~ 11 • 10 5/ K
LVPZT ceramics: ex ~ -35' lO"'/K
The CTEs change with temperature, the
values given above are valid for room
temperature.

b) Temperature Dependency
of the Piezo Effect
Piezo translators work In a wide
temperature range.
Since the plezo
effecc is based on electriC fields it
functions down to zero degrees Kelvin.
For several reasons the magnitude of the
piezoelectric effect (plezo galnl IS
dependent on the temperature: however
ar und room temperature It IS very

stable.
At cryogenic temperatures It
reaches approximately 20 to 30% of its
room tempera ure value. See Fig. 4.36/1,
for temperature dependency.
PZT ceramics must be poled to exhibit
the plezo effect. DUring polarization the
ceramic is heated (to allow alignment of
the dipoles) and an electric field is
applied. Conversely, a poled PZT will
depole when heated above the maxI
mum allowed operating temperature. PI
HVPZTs have a Curie temperature of
300 0 C and can be operated up to 150 0 C
(with P-702.1 0 high temperature option!.
LVPZTs show a CUrie temperature of
150 0 C and can be operated up to 80° C.
See 'Options' at the end of 'PZT
Actuators' section for temperature range
modifications.
Note:
Closed loop piezo positioning systems
are less sensitive to temperature
changes than open loop systems. Opti
mum accuracy is achieved If he oper
ating temperature IS identical to the tem
perature during calibration (22 0 C). See
calibration test sheet for details.

HVPLT
approx ..... O,2%/K

/~
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_

""\

LVPLT
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Temperature dependency of the piezo effect.
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Environmental Considerations
Application of PZTs in
Normal Atmosphere
The insulation materials used In stand
ard p,ezo actuators are sensitive to
humidity. These PZTs are not recom
mended in environments with high
relative humidity (more than 75%) For
higher humidity environments PI offers
special systems with hermetically sealed
stacks, or integrated dry air flushing
mechanisms.

Application of PZTs in Inert
Gas Atmosphere

•

P,ezo actuators can be damaged if
operated at maximum drive voltage In a
helium or argon atmosphere.
Low
Voltage actuators are recommended for
these conditions. To reduce the risk of
dielectric breakdown, the PZTs should
be operated at minimum pOSSible
voltage (HVPZTs: < 300 V, LVPZTs:
< 80 V) Semi-bipolar operation helps to
further reduce the electrical field
strength while yielding reasonable diS
placement.

Vacuum Application of PZTs
When piezo actuators are used In a
ust be conSid
vacuum, two factors
ered:
1) dielectric stability
2) outgassing
The dielectric strength of a gas IS a
function of pressure. Air displays a high
insulation capability at atmospheric
pressure and below 10'; Torr. However,
in the range from 10 to 001 Torr (corona
area) insulation properties are degraded.
PZTs should not be operated In thiS
range because an electriC breakdown
may occur.
All PI pielO actuators can be operated at
pressures below 0.01 Torr Outgassing
(of the insulation matenals) may limit
their use In applications where contami
nation or vir ual leaks are an Issue
Outgassing behaVior varies from model
to model depending on construction.
High vacuum 0 tlons for minimum
outgassing are available for several
standard LVPZTs and HVPZTs (see ·PZT
Actuators· section for details).
UHV
compatible PZT Flexure Positioners are
available on request.

. PZT
Actuaton:
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Lifetime of PZTs

5. Capacili"
Position Senson:

The lifetime of a PZT is not limited by
wear and tear. Tests have shown that PI
PZTs can perform BILLIONS of cycles
without loss of performance if operated
under SUitable conditions.

•

Generally, as with capacitors. the lifetime
of a PZT IS a function of the applied
voltage. The average voltage should be
kept as low as possible. This is why PI
has speCially designed actuators and
electronics for semi-bipolar operation, an
important advantage over conventional
actuator/driver combinations.

There IS no generic formula to determine
the lifetime of a PZT because of the
many parameters such as temperature,
humidity, voltage, acceleration, load,
operating frequency, insulation matenals,
etc. which have an (nonlinear) Influence.
PI PZTs are built for maximum lifetime
under actual operating conditions. We
do not manufacture our PZT ceramics
with the goal of maximum displace men
at the expense of long-term reliability
The operating voltage range figures In
the technical data tables are based on
years of experience With SCientific and
industrial OEM applications. For maxi
mum lifetime, operating voltage should

Physik Instrumente IPI), Germany, Phone: +49 17243) 604·100, Fax: 604·145
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not exceed the figures given in the
following tables.
LVPZT TRANSLATORS
(Maximum Operating Voltage: 120 Vj
Operation up to

Max. Duty Cycle [%J

50V

100%

70V

35 'Yo

100V

10%

120V

1%

Optimum solution: The SWitch should be
designed In a way that the ope position
IS achieved with the lowest possible
operating voltage. To reach a displace
ment of 100 ~m, a voltage amplitude of
approximately 110 volts IS reqUIred
(nominal displacement @ 100 V IS only
90 ilm).
Since the P-84360 can be
operated with -20 volts. the closed
position should be assigned to 90 V, and
the open position t -2 vol s. When the
SWltC is not operating at all, the voltage
on e PZ should be 0 vol s.

HVPZT TRANSLATORS
(Maximum Operating Voltage: 1000 VI
Operation up to

Max. Duty Cycle

250 V

100%

500 V

40%

750 V

15%

1000 V

1%

Example:
The P-8436 LVPZT (see 'PZT Actuators'
section) shall operate a sWitch with a
stroke of 100 ~m The switch shall be
open for 70% and closed for 30 % of It'S
operating time.

HVPZT TRANSLATORS
(Maximum Operating Voltage: 1500 V)
Operation up to

•

Max. Duty Cycle

500 V

100 %

750 V

35%

1000 V

15%

1500 V

1%

Statistics show that most failures with
plezo actuators occur because mechani
cal installation gUidelines are not ob
served and mechanical stress, shear
forces and torque exceed the permissI
ble limits. PI offers a variety of pre
loaded actuators, ball tips, flexible
tips and custom designs to eliminate
these critical forces. Failures can also
oc ur when humidity and conductive
matenals such as metal dust degrade the
PZT's insulatIOn strength, leading to
dielectric breakdown. PI has designed
hermetically sealed actuators for
applications in critical environments.
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Basic Designs of
Piezoelectric Positioning Elements
Stack Design
The a live par of the oSl!lonlng ele
men conSists of a stack of ceramic dis s
separated by thin metallic electrodes.
Maximum operating voltage IS propor
tional t the thickness of the disks. PI
stack actuators are manufactured With
layers from 0.02 to 1 mm thickness

•

Stack elements can wl:hstand high
pre sure ano show the nlgrest stiffness
of alf plezo actuator designs Since the
Ce'3ri1ICS cannot withstand .arge pulling
'crces. SOrtng preloaoed ac:uators are
ava 'acie Stack m de!s can 8e JS"O for
S:ct,c ard cynamlC operatlor.. For further
,do'r~at:or, see 'Maximum Applicaole
cc-ces ICOMpresslve Load L mit. Tensile
!...ca:l Limit)'. page 422.

Example:
P-845, etc. (see ·PZT Ac uators' sectloni

4.391
Electrical Design of

a Stack TranslalOr

D'solccement of a PZT stack ac,uator
car ce est,mated by tne following

1. PIT
Actuators

ec~a:iOf"l

~:...:c.-,·u

(4-24)

Z. PIT Flexure
NanoPosllloners

where

d = strain co~fficlent (field and deflection
In polarizatIon directIOn) 1m/VI
n ;: number of ceramic fayers

3.PlT
Act;.. Optics

U = operating voltage (VI

5. Capacitin
Position Sensors

439/2
Mechanical Design of a Stack Translator

6 PIT Control
Electronics

7. Micro·
positloners

8.Microposilianing
Systems
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9. Motor
Controllerl
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Laminar Design
(Contraction Type Actuator)

Tube Design

The active material in the laminar actua
tors consists of thin ceramic strips. The
displacement of these actuators is
perpendicular to the direction of polari
zation and electric field. When the volt
age is increased the strip contracts. The
piezo strain coeffiCient d;, (negative!)
describes the relative change In length.
It is on the order of 50% of dD ·

"

The maximum travel is a function of the
length of the StripS, while the number of
StripS arranged In parallel determines the
stiffness and the stability of e element.
Displacement of a PZT contraction
actuator can be estimated by the fol
lOWing equation:

where
d l .;, strain coefficient (deflection normal to

polarization direction) ImN]
L = length of the PZT ceramics 1m]
U = operating voltage (V]
d

=thickness of one ceramic laver 1m]

Example:
Laminar plezos are used In the P-280.
P- 82 Flexure PosltlOners (see 'PZT
Flexure anoPositloners' section.

4.40/2

Tube Design

Monolithic ceramic tubes are yet another
form of piezo actuator.
Tubes are
silvered InSide and out and operate on
the transversal plezo effect. When an
electric voltage is applied between the
outer and Inner diameter. the tube
contracts axially and radially.
Axial
contraction can be estimated by the
following equation:
..\L '" d) • L • U/d

•

(4-26)

where

d,s = strain coefficient (deflection normal to
polarization direction) ImN]
L = length of the PZT ceramic tube ]m]
U

=operating voltage (V]

d = wall thickness 1m]

6 L

where

Jd =change in wall thickness 1m]
d JJ = strain coefficient (field and deflection in

polarization direction] ImN]
U = operating voltage IV]

The radial contraction is a superposition
of several effects and cannot be ex
pressed by a simple equation.
laminar deSign

4.40/1
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When the outside electrode of a tube is
separated into four 90° segments.
differential drive voltage of opposing
electrodes will lead to bending of one
end (if the other end is c1ampedl.
Scanner tubes that flex in X and Yare
Widely used in scanning probe micro
scopes.

Laminar Design
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The scan range of a scanner tube is
defined by
~ =

(2-.J2 • d)\ • L') /

(n: • ID • d)

(4-27)

Where
Jx = scan range in X and Y (for symmetrical
electrodes) 1m]

d,. = strain coefficienr (deflection normal to
polarization direction) ImN]
L = length 1m!
10 = inner diameter !m!
d = wall thickness 1m!

Tube actuators are not designed to
withstand large forces
Application
examples are scanning microscopy, Ink
Jet printers etc.

Bender Type Actuators
(Bimorph and
Multimorph Design)
PZT bimorph operates similarly to a
bimetallic Strip in a thermostat (see Fig.
4.41/21. When the ceramic IS energized
the metal substrate is deflec ed with a
motion proportional to the applied volt
age. Bimorph actuators providing motion
up to 1000 ~m are available and greater
travel range is possible. Apart from the
claSSical strip form, bimorph disk actua
tors are available, where the center
arches when a voltage IS supplied.
__ PZT
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4.41/2
Bimorph design (strip
and disk lranslator).
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4.41/1
PZT Scanner Tube

Instead of a PZT/metal combination
PZT/PZT combinations are possible
where Individual PZT layers are operated
In opposite mode (contraction/expan
Sion). Two basic versions are available:
the two electrode blmorph (serial bi
morphl and the three electrode bimorph
(parallel bimorphl, see Fig. 4.41/3 In the
serial type, one of the two ceramic
plates is always operated opposite to the
direction of polarization. To avoid depo
larIZation the maximum electric field is
limited to a few hundred volts per
millimeter. Serial blmorph benders are
widely used as force sensors.
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4.41/3
Parallel
Bimorph
and Serial
Bimorph.
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